Introduction. Let L be an Archimedean vector lattice. The space LZ of all normal integrals (order continuous linear functionals) on L was first studied by H. Nakano [6] , and has been the object of recent investigation [l]- [5].
1. The isomorphism of LZ and (L)~. We first recall some definitions and other facts basic to our study of the cut-completion (or Dedekind completion) of a vector lattice. We will say that a subvector lattice D of L is order dense in L (or dense in L) if for every positive element a in L, a = inf (B) for some set B of positive elements taken from D. L then is said to be a cut-completion of the vector lattice L if L is a complete vector lattice which contains a dense subvector lattice isomorphic to L ("isomorphism" always denotes vector lattice isomorphism). To simplify notation we will consider L to be a subvector lattice of L.
The following three properties of L are well known and will be used in the paper without proof: Then, /(752) =/(b -bx) =/(inf (6-x■ : 0^xÚ k, x e E)) =f(b) -/(hx) applying the decomposition lemma for vector lattices. So, /(âx + â2) -E-^f(b)=f(bx)+/(b2) =/(ôx)+/(ô2). Equality then follows. (d) Positive homogeneity is clear. Setting/(x) =/(x+)-/(x~) for arbitrary xeL, then,/becomes a normal integral on ¿./is uniquely determined by/and it follows rather easily that the mapping/^/is the desired isomorphism. If LZ is separating on L, then L can be embedded in LZ ~ (LZ ~ =(LZ)Z) as a subvector lattice. If L is complete, then under this embedding it is an ideal in LZ ( cf. [1, 3.8] ). So, L is an ideal in (L)Z~ ■ With the above theorem, this gives us the following : Moreover, it is easily seen that/, is the ideal in LZ ~ generated by L, a somewhat surprising relation between the concepts of cut-completion and continuous linear functional.
We will now apply the theorem to obtain a result concerning absolute weak topologies on LZ. The absolute weak topology on LZ generated by L is the locallyconvex topology defined in LZ by the polars of the bounded sets in L. Equivalently, if for each positive element a in L, we define a seminorm || L on L~ by || /1|o= | / \(d), the absolute weak topology is the topology defined by the family of all such seminorms. We will denote this topology by \w\(Lñ,L).
Using the seminorm definition of the topology and the fact that for every positive element â in L there is a positive element a in L such that a 2: â, and for every positive element b in L there is a positive element 6 in L such that b ^ 6, we obtain the following : We call this ideal /. By Theorem 1.1, lñ = (l)ñ and Lñ = (L)ñ. Applying the analogous theorem in [3] to / and L, the result follows.
A subvector lattice D of L is said to be closed in L if whenever B<^ D is a set of positive elements such that sup (B) is in L, then sup (B) is in D. Corollary 1.5. 7/7 is a closed ideal in Lñ, then I is w(Lñ, L) closed.
Proof. (The proof is a variation of that in [2], letting J be the null ideal of j> in L instead of L.) Lñ =1® I' since / is closed. It suffices to show that if <f> e V and «¿7^0, then <f> is not a w(Lñ, L) limit point of /. Now, the null ideal J of <f> in L is closed ([2], 3.3) hence L=J@J'.
So, Lñ =J1©J'1. Let us first show that J'1 is w(Lñ,L) closed. Let {/"JcJ'1 and feLñ be such that fB -^f(w(Lñ,L)) i.e., fjß) ->/(a) for all aeL. But then for a e J' n L, fa(a) = 0 for all a, since fia e J'1. So,/(a)=0 foreach aeJ' n E. Hence for âej',f(â)=0 (/being continuous and L being order dense in L.) So, fiej'1 and hence J'1 is w(Lñ,L) closed. Now </> ej1 hence not in J'1. So, we can show that </> is not a weak limit point of I by showing that 7<=7'x (J'1 being weakly closed). Since Lñ =JL®J'L we establish I^J'1 by proving that I n J1={0}.
Consider any ■/> e I, </o0. We have to show i/i(a)^0 for some aeJ. Now, i/«a|<£|=0. So, for e>0 and beL + , there is c in L such that 0^c = 6 and \<f>\(c) + i/j(b -c)^e. It follows easily that there is a sequence cx^c2^ ■ ■ ■ =0 in £ satisfying |<j$|(en)^ l/2n and i¿(cn) = A>0 for all «. Let a = /\ncn. Then, |0|(a) = O which implies that a e J and since </« is continuous, <p(a) > 0.
Remark. The proof of 1.5 would be trivial if the topologies w(Lñ,L) and w(Lñ,L) were identical, as is the case with the |w|-topologies. This is not true, however, as the following example shows: Let L=c (convergent sequences). Then Lñ =lx andL = r. Define xh = W, x'f,...) by: x«>=0, k*n, n +1, x™= 1, xnn + » = -1. Then {x"} is a sequence in I1 which converges to 0 in the w(F, c) topology but not in the wQ1, Ia) topology.
2. The space of normal integrals. In [5], Zaanen and Luxemburg extend a number of the results of [4] from complete to Archimedean vector lattices. New (and often simpler) proofs of these results will be given based on Theorem 1.1 and the elementary propositions listed below. Moreover, natural extensions to the Archimedean case are obtained for several other theorems in [4] .
We will first recall some definitions from [4] and state some elementary facts that we need.
If (f>eLZ, then Né = {aeL: \<f>\ |a|=0} is called the null ideal of <p in L. We denote the null ideal of ^ in L by Ñ0. The carrier of <f> in L is the complement of N4, in L. I.e., C0 = (N0y={b e L: \a\ A \b\ =0 for all a e N0}. Q, is the carrier of<£in L. If A^ L, the annihilator of A in L~ is the set {<j> eLZ : <f>(a) = 0 for all ae A} and will be denoted by A#. If B<=LZ, °B={aeL: <f>(a)=0 for all <f> e B is called the annihilator of B in L. °B denotes the annihilator of B in L. Theorem 1.1 tells us, then, that a normal integral on L may be regarded as a normal integral on L and vice versa. We will use this fact without mention in proving the following propositions.
From the definition of N# and the above-mentioned fact we obtain immediately The following theorems are proved in [5] . Proofs will be given here based on Theorem 1.1 and the results for Dedekind complete vector lattices in [4] . We denote the set of normal integrals on both L and L by L~. If Bis an ideal in Lñ, then the normal subspace of 7. generated by all carriers Q,, where <f> e B, is called the carrier of B and is denoted by CB.
Let CB denote the carrier of B in L. Then, we note that CB n L = CB. Clearly, CB^CBr\ L since for each ^e^QcQnL. Now suppose a e CB n L is a positive element. Then, there is a net {áa} such that for each ce, âa e C0 for some <¡>e B, and such that âa\ a. For each a, there is a net {aaS}cL such that aa¡p\ âa. Then, a = \Jaaifl-in-L and hence a= v aae -in-L. But aaii e Q, for some <£, given a and (8. Hence a e CB. Proof, (i) If A is a normal subspace ofLl5 then Â={beL: \b\ ga for some aeL} is a normal subspace of Lx. So, by [4, Theorem 27 .14], 0(Â#) = Â®L0. Now°( i#) C\L = °(A#) by 2.5 and 2.4. By 2.6, (Â ®L0)r\L={A® L0} ; hence (i) follows.
(ii) If A is a normal subspace of L1; then Â is a normal subspace of Lx. But then, Â is by [4, Theorem 27 .14], the carrier of some normal subspace È of LZ ■ So, by 2.2 and 2.5, and the fact that A = Â n L, A is the carrier of Ê in L.
It is also possible, using 1.1, to prove Archimedean analogs of other results proved in [4] for Dedekind complete vector lattices.
Recall that a vector lattice L has the Egoroff property in case 0 ^ unM f u, «=1,2,... implies the existence of a sequence 0^rm| u such that for every pair of indices (m, ri) there exists j =j(m, ri) satisfying vm^un,. The concept "super-Dedekind complete" can be extended in a natural way to an Archimedean vector lattice L by omitting the condition that L be Dedekind complete : An Archimedean vector lattice is called super-Archimedean in case 0 :£ ut and uz f u0 implies the existence of a subsequence {uxJ of ut such that uln | u0. Then [4, Theorem 27 .17] can be extended using the following lemma.
Lemma 2.13. If I<^L is an ideal and I is super-Dedekind complete and has the Egoroff property, then 1=1 C^L is super-Archimedean and has the Egoroff property. Proof. 7 is clearly super-Archimedean since it inherits this property from /. Suppose 0^unk\ u for each « = 1, 2,... ; u e I, un¡k e I,n, k =1,2,....
Then, there exists a sequence {vm} <= î such that vm t u and such that for every pair of indices m, n, there exists j =j(m, ri) such that vmèunj. Now, there is a net {vm¡t}<^I such that 0^ vmtI f vm for each m and hence, since / is super-Dedekind complete, a sequence The corollary to Theorem 27.17 in [4] , can be generalized independently of the theorem.
Theorem 2.16. 7/ Lñ has a finite or countable order basis, then the carrier Lx of Lñ is super-Archimedean.
Proof. By Corollary 27.18 in [4] , Lx is super-Dedekind complete and hence by 5.1, Lj is super-Archimedean, noting that LX=LX ni.
Corollary 27.19 in [4] generalizes quite easily to Archimedean vector lattices, using 1.1:
Theorem 2.17. (i) Lñ is the Riesz direct sum of normal subspaces Bz such that each Bz is super-Dedekind complete and has the Egoroff property.
(ii) If the carrier Lx of Lñ has a finite or countable order basis, then Lñ is super-Dedekind complete.
Proof, (i) is an immediate consequence of 1.1. If Lx has a countable order basis
